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ABSTRACT:  6 
This study considers regional variation of voice quality in two varieties of British English – 7 
Southern Standard British English and West Yorkshire English. A comparison of voice quality 8 
profiles for three closely related but not identical northern varieties within West Yorkshire is 9 
also considered. Our findings do not contradict the small subset of previous research which 10 
explored regional and/or social variation in voice quality in British English insofar as 11 
‘regionality’ may play a small role in a speaker’s voice quality profile. However, factors such 12 
as social standing and identity could perhaps be even more relevant. Even when considering 13 
homogeneous groups of speakers, it is not the case that there is a cohesive voice quality profile 14 
that can be attached to every speaker within the group. The reason for this, we argue, is the 15 
speaker-specificity inherent in voice quality. 16 
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1. Introduction 21 

It is acknowledged that voice quality (VQ) is a phonetic parameter that is likely to be subject 22 
to sociolinguistic and stylistic variation (Foulkes, 2002; Thomas, 2011). Despite this, voice 23 
quality has received less attention within the relevant research literature compared to other 24 
aspects of speech such as vowel and consonant realisations. While voice quality may be 25 
affected by regional/social background and speaking environment, it is also the case that voice 26 
quality is anatomically conditioned, insofar as it is related to the characteristics of a speaker’s 27 
vocal apparatus, e.g. the length and thickness of the vocal folds, the habitual behaviour of the 28 
tongue, lips, jaw, larynx, and the anatomy of the nasal tract. It is for this reason that voice 29 
quality has gained ground within forensic speech science as it is a useful parameter for 30 
discriminating individual speakers. The primary focus of this study is to explore the trade-off 31 
between regionality and speaker-specificity of VQ by analysing different varieties of British 32 
English. Our analyses involve the VQ comparison between a northern and southern variety of 33 
British English, i.e. West Yorkshire (WY) and Standard Southern British English (SSBE), as 34 
well as between three closely related but not identical northern varieties, i.e. three localities 35 
within West Yorkshire. In addition to our primary aim, these comparisons will also allow us to 36 
comment on the potential relevance of social standing and identity on VQ. Finally, we take the 37 
opportunity to discuss the challenges surrounding perceptual VQ analysis and make 38 
suggestions for further developments that would aid socio-phonetic research (and forensic 39 
practice). 40 

Voice quality is generally a “term used to describe a suprasegmental feature of speech that 41 
considers the habitual, anatomical settings an individual adopts when speaking. VQ is often 42 
described as capturing the characteristic sound of the voice, or the variations in the quality of 43 
what is being said over phrases or utterances rather than individual segments” (McIntyre et al., 44 
2021: 281-282). VQ can be defined slightly differently in the literature depending on whether 45 
the researcher(s) consider only the phonatory settings or whether they take a more 46 
encompassing view of voice quality and consider supra-laryngeal features as well (see Esling 47 
et al. 2019 for a more in-depth overview of how VQ has been defined in the literature). In this 48 
investigation, voice quality follows the definitions set out by Abercrombie (1967) and Laver 49 
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(1980; 1994; 2000) whereby voice quality is used to refer to the long-term postures and settings 50 
of the entire vocal tract (i.e., from the vocal folds all the way up to any potential lip postures). 51 
Other researchers employing perceptual analysis of VQ have also taken this more 52 
encompassing definition (see for example, Stuart-Smith, 1999, Beck, 2005; Wormald, 2016, 53 
San Segundo et al., 2019). 54 
 55 

2. Literature review 56 

Voice Quality is analysed using a range of methods which fall within the following three 57 
primary approaches: acoustics, articulation, and perception. Acoustic VQ research will 58 
examine different spectral aspects of the speech signal, for example, considering amplitude 59 
differences between the first and second harmonics in order to evaluate creaky and breathy 60 
voice (Keating et al., 2015; Hillenbrand et al., 1994). Articulatory VQ research will be 61 
concerned with using equipment that allows researchers to investigate the movement, shape, 62 
and positioning of the tongue and lips, or the behaviour of the vocal folds, amongst others. For 63 
example, in order to examine tense, lax, breathy, and harsh voice in the Yi and Bai languages, 64 
Edmondson et al. (2001) use laryngoscopy to study the engagement of the laryngeal sphincter 65 
mechanism, larynx raising, movement of the epiglottal base, and the positioning of the apexes 66 
of the aryepiglottalic folds. Esling et al. (2019) provide an illustrative and detailed insight into 67 
a variety of instrumental techniques which have been employed to examine laryngeal 68 
behaviour. Perceptual VQ research is based on auditory analysis and will often involve a 69 
recognised protocol which allows the analyst to make judgements about laryngeal and/or supra-70 
laryngeal characteristics of the voice (e.g. Vocal Profile Analysis as described in Beck (2005), 71 
or the GRBAS protocol described in Hirano, 1981). Combined approaches to VQ analysis are 72 
also common whereby acoustic or articulatory analysis may be correlated with perceptual 73 
analysis, or articulatory analysis is correlated with acoustic analysis. An example is the work 74 
described in Keating et al. (2012), who investigated phonation in nine different languages by 75 
considering data from acoustic measurements (f0 and differences in harmonic amplitudes) as 76 
well as electroglottographic data. Another example is the work of Klug et al. (2019) which 77 
explores the possibility of using acoustic measurements in tandem with auditory assessments 78 
when making judgements about breathiness and creakiness in forensic speaker comparison 79 
casework.  80 

Thomas (2011: 224) has stated that VQ is “uncharted territory in sociolinguistics” and 81 
that “language variationists generally regard it as a mysterious domain.” In line with those 82 
claims, VQ research has historically been left largely to speech pathologists and clinicians. It 83 
is not surprising then that there are only very few studies which have examined VQ from a 84 
sociolinguistic perspective. The few studies that have explored VQ variation, have not always 85 
employed comparable methodologies in assessing VQ. Moreover, the sample sizes on which 86 
VQ observations were based are very small in many cases, and some of the research dates back 87 
to the late 1970s. These factors place limits on the generalisations that can be drawn for present 88 
day VQ variation.  89 

Section 2.1 below summarises those studies that have focussed on variation in British 90 
English VQ and, collectively, these studies suggest that there may be evidence for social and 91 
regional variation in VQ - highlighting the value of further variationist research into this aspect 92 
of speech. This type of research would be of particular interest to the field of forensic phonetics, 93 
as experts, who carry out forensic phonetic casework, have identified VQ as potentially the 94 
most discriminant speech parameter in individuals (Gold and French, 2011). Therefore, there 95 
has been a growing body of VQ literature within the forensic phonetics community; however, 96 
the focus of these studies so far has been on methodological developments rather than on 97 
exploring variationist topics.   98 
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 99 
2.1 British English voice quality 100 
 101 
The majority of the studies focusing on VQ in the UK have provided regional descriptions 102 
based on auditory analysis. Knowles (1978) provides a detailed description of the articulatory 103 
settings that are characteristic of the Liverpool accent, termed the “Scouse voice”. It is argued 104 
that the most interesting settings of Scouse are those of the velo-pharyngeal mechanism and 105 
the jaw. The velo-pharyngeal mechanism involves a group of organs acting together as a unit, 106 
whereby the tongue is retracted and raised, the pillars of the fauces are narrowed, the pharynx 107 
is tightened, the larynx is raised and the lower jaw is held close to the upper jaw (1978: 89). 108 
The primary auditory consequence of these settings is the ‘adenoidal’ quality of Scouse. A 109 
secondary effect is that all consonants are velarised, resulting in a ‘dark’ /l/ in all positions 110 
(including those where Received Pronunciation has the ‘clear’ allophone) and tongue-tip 111 
consonants being produced instead with the blade (1978: 89).  112 

Voice quality research on SSBE has been carried out by Stevens and French (2012) on 113 
100 speakers from the Dynamic Variability in Speech (DyViS) database (Nolan et al., 2009). 114 
Stevens and French found that the majority of SSBE speakers shared a number of VQ settings, 115 
such as fronted tongue body, advanced tongue tip/blade, sibilance, breathy voice, and creaky 116 
voice (Stevens and French, 2012). San Segundo et al. (2019) carried out VQ analysis on the 117 
same set of speakers and their findings are in line with those of Stevens and French (2012). In 118 
addition, they also observe nasality and non-neutral vocal tract tenseness as common VQ 119 
settings amongst the speakers. 120 

Wilhelm (2016) interviewed 30 participants, aged nine to over 50 years old, from North 121 
West Yorkshire. This area is defined as "Leeds, a mainly rural area comprising the former West 122 
Riding county, and a small area a few miles north of the Yorkshire Dales" (Wilhelm, 2016:1). 123 
Wilhelm found that the whole vowel system seemed to be compressed downwards in this 124 
region and therefore the accents were said to be characterised by a long-term lowering of the 125 
tongue-body (2016). As well as tongue body lowering, creaky voice was also said to be 126 
characteristic of speakers of North West Yorkshire English, with 29 out of the 30 participants 127 
perceived to “use a significant amount of creaky voice” (Wilhelm 2018:6). It was further 128 
suggested that permanent or intermittent use of velarized voice seemed to be an innovative 129 
feature favoured by teenagers (Wilhelm, 2016).  130 

In his doctoral dissertation, Esling (1978) reports that voice quality settings were 131 
correlated with social class. Esling analysed 32 male speakers from two different wards in 132 
Edinburgh. His participants were divided into three different socio-economic classes. Results 133 
suggested that phonatory settings were most influenced by social class, with creaky voice 134 
appearing more in the highest of the three socio-economic groups, and harsh voice (and to a 135 
lesser extent whispery voice) being associated with the lowest of the three socio-economic 136 
groups. Similar social stratification was observed for supra-laryngeal and muscular tension 137 
settings; whereas non-neutral lip, jaw, and tongue positions as well as muscular tension features 138 
were present in the speech of the lowest socio-economic group, non-neutrality in these 139 
components was not characteristic of the higher socio-economic group. 140 

Further to the Edinburgh study by Esling, Stuart-Smith (1999) also considered VQ in 141 
Scotland, but this time in Glasgow. Like Esling, Stuart-Smith, who analysed 32 male and 142 
female speakers (16 working class and 16 middle class) reports that VQ was correlated with 143 
class. Working class Glaswegian VQ was characterised by open jaw, raised and backed tongue 144 
body with possible tongue root retraction, and whispery voice. The middle-class Glaswegian 145 
speakers were best described as having the absence of the working-class VQ features (1999: 146 
215). Stuart-Smith also uncovers correlations between VQ and age and gender; the 16 younger 147 
speakers had laxer supra-laryngeal articulations than the 16 older speakers. Males exhibited 148 
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greater nasalization than female speakers, and differences in the males and females was also 149 
seen in the phonatory settings with males tending towards creaky voice, while females tended 150 
towards whispery voice. Unlike Knowles (1978) who reports a ‘stereotypical’ Scouse voice, 151 
Stuart-Smith presents little evidence for a stereotypical ‘Glasgow voice’; however, speakers 152 
who were matched with respect to age, gender, and class showed similar VQ patterning. 153 

Beck and Schaeffler (2015) carried out a perceptual VQ analysis of read speech from 154 
76 speakers (31 male; 45 female; aged between 12-18 years) who were selected from the Voice 155 
of Young Scots (VOYS) database (Dickie et al., (2009). The participants were from three 156 
geographically distinct areas of Scotland; Inverness, Aberdeen, and Dumfries. The authors 157 
observed geographical differences for tongue tip/blade position, vertical tongue body position, 158 
and pharyngeal and laryngeal tension, but there were no significant phonation differences 159 
between the three geographically distinct regions. The authors suggest that the reason for the 160 
absence of phonation differences may be linked to the fact that the participants were 161 
adolescents. Beck and Schaeffler’s findings corroborate those of Stuart-Smith (1999) with 162 
respect to VQ differences according to gender. 163 

Wormald (2016) conducted an auditory analysis of VQ in Anglo English (AE) and 164 
Panjabi English (PE) men and women from Bradford and Leicester. The findings relating 165 
specifically to the AE males are considered to be the most relevant for present purposes. In 166 
terms of vocal tract features, the AE Bradford males were found to have neutral larynx height,  167 
non-neutral lingual postures, sibilance and non-neutral velopharyngeal settings (nasal and 168 
denasal) (2016: 129, 134). The AE Leicester males were found to have lingual fronting, 169 
sibilance, non-neutral velo-pharyngeal settings, and laryngeal tension as well as harsh, breathy, 170 
and creaky voice. It was noted that “among the AE males, Leicester males tend toward tension, 171 
and Bradford males towards laxness” (2016: 135).   172 

 Wormald’s investigation also revealed how VQ varied according to language 173 
background, gender and age. For example, it was shown that “with respect to the PE speakers, 174 
larynx raising is the only setting consistently associated with these speakers and not the AE 175 
speakers.” (2016: 135). With respect to age, it was demonstrated that “there is a difference 176 
between older and younger male speakers, with creaky voice increasing as age decreases, and 177 
breathiness increasing as age increases” (2016: 135). 178 

Based on the literature presented here, the following observations can be drawn. In 179 
general, there does not appear to be regionally defined VQ settings or combinations of VQ 180 
settings. Knowles (1978) suggests the existence of a ‘Scouse voice’, but Stuart-Smith (1999) 181 
states that her findings do not support the concept of a ‘Glaswegian’ voice. Similarly, there is 182 
little evidence for the existence of a ‘Yorkshire’ voice, an ‘SSBE’ voice, or indeed a ‘Bradford’ 183 
or ‘Leicester’ voice. There are a number of VQ settings which occur in different regional 184 
varieties of English, e.g. both Glaswegian English and SSBE list ‘advanced tongue tip’ as a 185 
VQ feature. This would be evidence for the fact that VQ is not directly tied to the variety of 186 
English spoken but that other factors are involved including the speakers themselves. Having 187 
said this, the above studies do suggest that ‘regionality’ may have some relevance nevertheless; 188 
for example, whereas SSBE was shown to have a tendency for tongue body fronting, Scouse, 189 
and Glaswegian are said to feature tongue body retraction. In addition to ‘regionality’, age, 190 
gender, ethnicity, and social standing are also relevant. 191 

Although the above studies based their assessment of VQ on auditory analysis, they are 192 
not methodologically homogeneous. Whilst some employ a recognised protocol in scoring VQ 193 
(e.g. Stuart-Smith (1999), Stevens and French (2012), Wormald (2016)), others appear to use 194 
a more holistic approach to VQ assessment (Knowles (1978) and Wilhelm (2016) – although 195 
Wilhelm also uses acoustic measurements, i.e. vowel formant area). The size and type of 196 
speaker samples used also differs between studies. Whilst Stevens and French analyse a large 197 
number of speakers who come from a very homogeneous group, Wilhelm appears to include 198 
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rural as well as urban speakers in his sample. Wormald’s study controls for gender, ethnicity, 199 
regional background, and age; as a result, the number of speakers who fall within a 200 
homogeneous group (e.g. young Anglo men from Bradford or Leicester) is 2; an extremely 201 
small sample. Out of the 8 studies listed above, 5 were conducted within the last 15 years, two 202 
were conducted in the late nineties/early noughties, and one dates all the way back to the late 203 
1970s.  204 

There are only a small number of recent variationist studies exploring VQ. This, in 205 
addition to the methodological heterogeneity and small sample sizes, means that one has to be 206 
cautious in attempting to make generalisations with respect to regional VQ variation in British 207 
English. In the present study, we have addressed some of these methodological limitations by 208 
analysing sizeable groups of homogeneous speakers and applying a consistent methodological 209 
framework. Our analysis allows us to assess VQ variation across a macro-regional and micro-210 
regional level. In turn, this will enable us to explore further the question of regionality and 211 
speaker specificity in VQ. 212 
 213 
3. Materials and methods 214 

3.1 Materials 215 
 216 
The data for this study is drawn from two existing corpora: the West Yorkshire Regional 217 
English Database (hereafter WYRED; Gold et al., 2018) and the Dynamic Variability in 218 
Speech database (hereafter DyViS; Nolan et al., 2009). Both databases are publicly available1, 219 
and both were created with forensic speech science research in mind. WYRED includes 180 220 
male speakers from West Yorkshire (Northern England), while DyViS includes 100 male 221 
speakers of Southern Standard British English (SSBE). Both databases include a ‘Task 2’ 222 
speaking task, which is directly comparable between the two databases as WYRED was 223 
modelled after DyViS. The data analysed in the present study comes from the studio quality 224 
version of Task 2 in both WYRED and DyViS. Task 2 consists of each participant speaking to 225 
a fictional accomplice (one of the research assistants) about the police interview they had just 226 
completed relating to a crime that they were involved in. The conversations are elicited over 227 
the telephone, but the participant (target speaker) is recorded at the near end of the telephone 228 
line resulting in studio quality recordings with 44.1 kHz sampling rate and 16 bit resolution. 229 
The participants were also recorded over the telephone (resulting in telephone transmitted 230 
recordings) but these did not form part of the present analysis. The Task 2 conversations, which 231 
are around 15 minutes in length, elicited spontaneous, conversational speech for each 232 
participant.  233 
 Both databases contain rather homogenous populations insofar as they are all young, 234 
native British English males who grew up in English-speaking households and have no 235 
reported speech pathologies or hearing difficulties. Furthermore, all DyViS participants had 236 
been or were current students at the University of Cambridge, while WYRED contained mostly 237 
(but not all) students from the University of Huddersfield. Both databases only include male 238 
speakers, as the majority of forensic phonetic casework is carried out on male voices.  239 
 For the purposes of the research reported here, our analyses are based on 80 speakers 240 
in total: 60 speakers randomly-selected from WYRED (20 from Bradford, 20 from Kirklees, 241 
and 20 from Wakefield, see Figure 1 for map of local boroughs) and 20 speakers randomly-242 
selected from DyViS (the yellow area within England on Figure 1 indicates the area of West 243 
Yorkshire relevant to WYRED; the black dot provides the location of Cambridge where the 244 
DyViS speakers were recorded). We accept that a 60 by 60 speaker design for SSBE and WY 245 

 
1 WYRED can be downloaded at https://reshare.ukdataservice.ac.uk/854354/. 
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would have been a more ideal experimental set-up. However, the VQ findings reported by 246 
Stevens and French (2012) and San Segundo et al. (2019), where a total of 100 SSBE speakers 247 
were analysed, are very similar to our VQ findings. This offers reassurance that our findings, 248 
even though they are based only on a subset of 20 speakers, are nevertheless representative of 249 
the VQ tendencies established for SSBE. We therefore considered the value to be gained from 250 
an analysis of 40 further SSBE speakers to be disproportionate to the investment of time and 251 
costs involved in the additional analysis.  252 
 253 
 254 

 255 
 256 

Figure 1: Map of West Yorkshire and the Local Boroughs 257 
 258 
3.2 Methods 259 
 260 
The voice quality analysis carried out in this paper follows closely the methodology employed 261 
by San Segundo et al. (2019). Specifically, this involved an auditory assessment of voice 262 
quality using the Vocal Profile Analysis (VPA) scheme (the reader is directed to Beck 2007 263 
for a detailed introduction to the VPA). The ‘original’ VPA scheme had been designed for use 264 
in the clinical setting and included a number of prosodic, temporal and respiratory features in 265 
addition to a large stock of laryngeal and supra-laryngeal features. Whilst some of the features 266 
are rated in a binary way, i.e. present vs. absent, the majority of features are gradable into 267 
different degrees, and the original VPA protocol differentiates between six scalar degrees. The 268 
original scheme has been modified for the forensic setting by J P French Associates, and this 269 
modified version is the one used in the present study. The main differences between the 270 
‘original’ and ‘modified’ protocols are a) the removal of prosodic, temporal, and respiratory 271 
settings, b) the merger of settings, e.g. fronted tongue body and raised tongue body were two 272 
separate settings in the ‘original’ protocol but were merged to ‘fronted tongue body’ in the 273 
‘modified’ version, and c) the reduction from six scalar degrees to three scalar degrees, i.e. 274 
‘slight’, ‘marked’, ‘extreme’. For further detail regarding the differences between the ‘original’ 275 
and ‘modified’ versions, the reader is directed to San Segundo et al. (2019). 276 

The modified VPA used for analysis in the present study is provided below in Figure 277 
2.  278 

 279 
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 280 

Figure 2: Modified Vocal Profile Scheme 281 

At the time of the study, three of the authors had had limited exposure to the VPA 282 
protocol. Therefore, an initial intensive VQ training session was provided by the second author 283 
who has had extensive exposure to the VPA protocol and frequently uses it to analyse VQ as 284 
part of forensic casework, research, and professional development. The training included a 285 
detailed coverage of the individual VPA settings and how they can be identified using auditory 286 
and acoustic information as well as proprioceptive techniques. As part of the training, the 287 
analysts completed practice ratings, the results of which were discussed within the group. On 288 
completion of the training, the analysts had reached general consensus on how VQ perceptions 289 
are mapped onto the VPA protocol.  290 

Although all voices were initially rated by each of the four authors individually, the 291 
final VPA ratings are best described as group ratings rather than individual ratings. The purpose 292 
of this paper was not to assess inter-rater agreement in VPA analysis, even though it is 293 
acknowledged that this is an important topic. Indeed, inter-rater agreement in VPA analysis 294 
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has been pursued in other studies (e.g. San Segundo et al., 2019, Kluge et al, 2018). Rather, the 295 
collaborative approach to VPA analysis employed in the current study reflects the practical 296 
forensic setting in which VPA ratings, arrived at as part of a speaker comparison analysis, are 297 
discussed amongst practitioners.   298 

Two calibration sessions were used in arriving at the final VPA ratings. These sessions 299 
allowed the authors to check that there was consistency in their understanding of the individual 300 
settings. It allowed authors to calibrate their understanding of the scalar degrees, i.e. when is a 301 
voice ‘slightly’ creaky as opposed to ‘markedly’ or ‘extremely’ creaky, and it also provided 302 
space and time to raise and discuss challenging aspects of both VQ and VPA analysis.  303 

Results were tabulated for each individual voice quality setting across each of the three 304 
scalar degrees. Results are then presented in terms of a) the proportion of speakers that had a 305 
given voice quality setting present taking into account the scalar degrees (i.e. slight, marked, 306 
extreme), and b) the proportion of speakers that displayed a given voice quality setting on a 307 
presence/absence basis without differentiating between the scalar degrees. 308 
 309 
4. Results 310 

The following section summarises the results of our VQ analysis. The reader will recall that 311 
we produced VPA profiles for 80 speakers of British English. Sixty speakers spoke with a West 312 
Yorkshire variety of English. We can further subdivide these 60 speakers according to locality 313 
within West Yorkshire with 20 speakers each from Bradford, Kirklees and Wakefield. The 314 
remaining 20 speakers spoke with Standard Southern British English. Each VPA profile 315 
involved the scoring of a range of different settings relating to phonation (laryngeal), vocal 316 
tract configurations (supra-laryngeal) and muscular tension. If a setting was present, the analyst 317 
had to assess whether the setting was present to a ‘slight’ degree (1), a ‘marked’ degree (2), or 318 
an ‘extreme’ degree (3). Section 4.1 considers the results from WY as a whole and SSBE, 319 
subsection 4.2 focuses on the three localities within WY, and finally 4.3 considers the 320 
connection between participants’ evaluations of regional identity and VQ. 321 
 322 
4.1 Southern Standard British English and West Yorkshire English 323 
 324 
Figures 3 and 4 provide heat map visualisations of the VQ setting trends across the 20 SSBE 325 
speakers and the 60 WY speakers. VQ settings are presented on the y-axis, while the scalar 326 
degrees are presented across the x-axis, the colour shading represents the proportion of 327 
speakers that exhibit a certain setting. If a box is very light in colour, fewer people exhibited 328 
this VQ setting, while those boxes that are very dark indicate that more speakers exhibit the 329 
particular VQ setting. 330 
 331 
 332 
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 333 
Figure 3: Scalar Degrees of VQ settings across SSBE 334 
 335 

 336 
Figure 4: Scalar Degrees of VQ settings across WY 337 
 338 
The presentation of the data in Figures 3 and 4 provide clear visualizations of the most 339 
prominent trends occurring in VQ settings across the two accent groups. Before commenting 340 
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on the differences between SSBE and WY, it is of value to point out general VQ trends 341 
common to both groups of speakers. 342 

The most striking individual VQ setting that both accent groups employ is creaky voice. 343 
Almost all the speakers in each group have some degree of creaky voice and the majority have 344 
a ‘markedly’ creaky voice. In addition to creaky voice, there is a large proportion of speakers 345 
in both groups that also have breathy voice. Falsetto, murmur and tremor are rare (i.e. only 1 346 
out of 80 speakers shows murmur, none display falsetto, and 3 have ‘slight’ tremor). In 347 
comparison to phonation, fewer speakers demonstrate non-neutrality with respect to supra-348 
laryngeal features in both accent groups. While there are speakers in both accent groups who 349 
show non-neutrality with respect to velo-pharyngeal settings, larynx height settings, and tongue 350 
body/tip settings, non-neutral muscular tension features are less common. Similarly, neither 351 
labial nor mandibular features occur very frequently in either SSBE or WY. It is rare that a 352 
speaker of either SSBE or WY demonstrates ‘retroflexion’, ‘pharyngeal constriction’, ‘audible 353 
nasal escape’, ‘lip rounding/protrusion’, ‘lip spreading’, ‘extensive and minimal labial range’, 354 
‘open jaw’, ‘extensive mandibular range’. Out of 80 speakers, the maximum number of 355 
speakers who displayed any of these settings is 1; some of these settings never occurred.  356 

If there is non-neutrality in the supra-laryngeal settings, both accent groups show much 357 
more variability as compared to the phonatory settings, and it is not possible to identify a supra-358 
laryngeal setting which the majority of speakers, in either group, employ akin to ‘creaky voice’ 359 
for phonation. To exemplify, within both accent groups, there are speakers who have lax larynx 360 
and there are speakers who have tense larynx, there are speakers who have advanced tongue 361 
tip and there are speakers who have retracted tongue tip, there are speakers who have nasality 362 
and there are speakers who have denasality – all three pairs of these VQ settings are polar 363 
opposites. Not only is there variation in the direction of the VQ deviations, there is also 364 
variability in the types of settings speakers deviate. While some speakers deviate from neutral 365 
with respect to larynx height but show a neutral setting for tongue tip position (neither advanced 366 
nor retracted), for example, another speaker may have a neutral larynx (neither raised nor 367 
lowered) but an advanced tongue tip; again, this is the case for both accent groups.  368 

With respect to scalar degree, very few SSBE and WY speakers show ‘extreme’ ratings 369 
for any of the 35 VPA settings considered. If non-neutrality occurs in the laryngeal, supra-370 
laryngeal, or muscular tension domains, this tends to be ‘slight’ or ‘marked’. Whilst the 371 
absence of ‘extreme’ ratings would be of significance to the forensic practitioner, we would 372 
like to emphasise that it is possible that the absence of ‘extreme’ values is a result of the 373 
methodological design of the database, and therefore we place little weight on this aspect of 374 
the findings in the current paper.     375 

In order to comment on the differences between SSBE and WY, we considered it 376 
helpful to present the findings in a slightly more general fashion. Rather than taking into 377 
account the scalar degrees as has been done in Figures 3 and 4 above, we tabulated the results 378 
on a presence/absence basis. As a result, settings that were evaluated as a 1 (Slight), 2 379 
(Marked), or 3 (Extreme), are all counted equally here as being present and any VPA setting 380 
that does not appear in a speaker’s profile is considered to be absent. Figure 5 provides a heat 381 
map visualisation of the VQ setting trends across the 20 SSBE speakers and the 60 WY 382 
speakers using the presence/absence approach. VQ settings are presented on the y-axis, while 383 
the speaker group is presented on the x-axis. Again, the lighter the colour, the more speakers 384 
exhibited this setting. 385 
 386 
 387 
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 388 
Figure 5: Patterns in VQ settings across SSBE vs WY speakers 389 

 390 
Considering the differences between SSBE and WY, a large proportion of SSBE 391 

speakers have breathy and creaky phonation. Both types of phonation are also present in a large 392 
proportion of WY speakers. Harsh voice is an additional type of phonation which occurs 393 
amongst WY speakers but there are no SSBE speakers in the data that have harsh voice. Both 394 
SSBE and WY speakers show non-neutrality within the velo-pharyngeal setting but whilst the 395 
majority of SSBE speakers (who deviate from neutral) exhibit nasality, there is a split in the 396 
WY group with roughly an equal number of speakers demonstrating nasality and denasality 397 
(40% and 32% of speakers, respectively). A similar observation can be made for the tongue 398 
tip/blade. Both SSBE and WY demonstrate non-neutrality in this area but there is much less 399 
variability amongst SSBE speakers as compared to WY speakers with respect to the type of 400 
non-neutrality displayed. Whereas the former has a strong tendency for advanced tongue 401 
tip/blade, the latter demonstrate a mixture of advanced and retracted tongue tip/blade (WY has 402 
35% of speakers with advanced tongue tip/blade and 15% of speakers with retracted tongue 403 
tip/blade, in comparison SSBE has 50% of speakers with advanced tongue tip/blade and 0% of 404 
speakers with retracted tongue tip/blade). Finally, whereas SSBE speakers have a tendency for 405 
a neutral tongue body setting, WY has a larger proportion of speakers with backed tongue 406 
bodies.  407 

SSBE speakers appear to be much more homogenous in their VPA profiles compared 408 
to WY speakers – this is particularly true for the supra-laryngeal settings. This is apparent from 409 
the heatmaps which show that WY has more colours in the mid-range whereas SSBE has more 410 
colours in the extremes. One explanation for this could be the fact that the WY sample 411 
contained speakers from three different localities within Yorkshire. For this reason, we thought 412 
it worthwhile to look further into the different boroughs within WY to determine whether this 413 
variability diminishes when considering each of the three localities separately.  414 
 415 
4.2 Bradford, Kirklees, and Wakefield 416 
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 417 
The VPA profile results for the 60 speakers in WY, separated into their boroughs, are presented 418 
below, SSBE is included for comparison purposes. Figure 6 provides an additional heat map 419 
of VQ settings like that presented in Figure 5.  420 
 421 

 422 
Figure 6: Patterns in VQ settings within West Yorkshire  423 
 424 
The breakdown of the Bradford, Kirklees, and Wakefield data in Figure 6 exemplifies a similar 425 
level of variability across speakers as identified for the whole of WY above. Out of the three 426 
boroughs, Kirklees appears to be the most homogeneous but the level of homogeneity present 427 
within the SSBE sample is not replicated in either Bradford, Kirklees or Wakefield. A reason 428 
for this may be linked to differences in the degree of social cohesion and we will pick up on 429 
this again in the discussion below.  430 

Many of the general VQ trends observed in section 4.1. above also hold true for the 431 
data here. Namely, non-neutral labial and mandibular features are much rarer in the populations 432 
of speakers compared to non-neutrality associated with tongue body and tip positions and those 433 
that are related to oral-nasal tract coordination, for example. Non-neutral phonation features 434 
are the most prevalent across the three boroughs. The most common non-neutral phonation 435 
across the three boroughs is creaky voice, followed by breathy and harsh voice. Bradford and 436 
Kirklees are more responsible for the tendencies towards harshness than Wakefield. Figure 6 437 
confirms the finding established within the WY group, that there is variability within the velo-438 
pharyngeal domain. Each of the three boroughs contain speakers who show nasality and 439 
speakers who show denasality. Kirklees is contributing most to the WY denasality results, 440 
while Bradford and Wakefield tend towards nasality, albeit Wakefield slightly more than 441 
Bradford. All three boroughs show a similar tendency toward backed tongue body and 442 
sibilance. Although all three boroughs have speakers with advanced and retracted tongue 443 
tip/blade settings, the variability is most striking within Bradford.  444 
 445 
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4.3 Voice quality settings and self-evaluation of regional identity in West Yorkshire 446 
 447 
Previous research has shown that a speaker’s identity, be it regional, social, occupational, 448 
ethnic, etc., is linked to their speech. For example, Hall-Lew et al. (2017) studied 12 months 449 
of political speeches (2011-2012) from 10 Scottish members of Parliament (MPs) and found 450 
that vowel height had significant correlation with political party affiliation. In her 451 
Middlesbrough data, Llamas (2007) found correlations between speakers’ realisations of  /p t 452 
k/ and theirself-evaluated regional identities. Similarly, Devlin et al. (2019) observed that the 453 
nuclei of the MOUTH vowel in speakers from villages surrounding Sunderland were generally 454 
more raised amongst those speakers who affiliated strongly with Sunderland , where a raised 455 
nuclei [ɛʊ] is typically found.  To our knowledge, the concept of regional identity has not yet 456 
been explored in relation to VQ and we are in a fortunate position in that the current WY data 457 
allows us to do just that, albeit only on a superficial level. As part of the data collection process 458 
for WYRED (but not for DyViS), participants were asked to self-evaluate their regional 459 
identity. All speakers were asked to fill in the blank for the following statement: “I most 460 
identify with being/being from ______ .” Participants were then able to select from a closed 461 
list of: British, English, Yorkshire, West Yorkshire, Bradford, Huddersfield, Kirklees, or 462 
Wakefield. We explore the relationship between the self-evaluation of regional identity in WY 463 
and the most common VQ settings below. 464 

Creaky voice and breathy voice were the most common VQ features in WY; however, 465 
they were consistently shared (and evenly distributed) across the three localities and therefore 466 
self-evaluated identity does not appear to play a role. The next five most common VQ features 467 
which were variable across the three localities were advanced tongue tip/blade, backed tongue 468 
body, nasality, denasality, and harsh voice. Out of these, only harsh voice emerged as a 469 
potentially interesting candidate and therefore we will only focus on this feature. Table 1 470 
provides the proportion of participants that self-identified as a specific regional identity and 471 
whether they had a neutral or non-neutral (this includes slight, marked or extreme) VPA rating 472 
for harsh voice.  473 

 474 
Harsh Voice 

  British English Yorkshire West  
Yorkshire Bradford Huddersfield Kirklees Wakefield 

Number of Speakers 19 82 7 5 10 6 0 5 
Non-Neutral 16% 13% 43% 60% 50% 83% 0% 20% 
Neutral 84% 88% 57% 40% 50% 17% 0% 80% 

 475 
Table 1: Self-evaluation of regional identity against the presence or absence of harsh voice 476 
 477 
 There is evidence to suggest that speakers that evaluated themselves as having a 478 
national identity (i.e. British or English) rather than a northern regional one (i.e. Yorkshire, 479 
West Yorkshire, Bradford, Huddersfield, but not Wakefield) were much more likely to have 480 
no harshness in their voice. That is to say that those who self-evaluate with a northern regional 481 
identity title, rather than a national one, appear to be more likely to exhibit harsh voice.  The 482 
suggestion that harshness may be linked to national vs. regional identity is further supported 483 
by a chi-square test, where British and English are combined as national identities, and 484 
Yorkshire, West Yorkshire, Bradford, Huddersfield, Kirklees, and Wakefield are combined as 485 
regional identities. Following these groupings, there is a chi-square statistic of 8.79, with a p-486 
value = .003, showing that national and regional groups of speakers use harshness significantly 487 
differently from one another. 488 

 
2 Figures equal 101% due to rounding. 
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 489 
5. Discussion 490 
 491 
Our results do not reveal a single Vocal Profile Analysis (VPA) setting that is tied to any of 492 
the regional accent varieties examined. It is not the case that Southern Standard British English 493 
(SSBE) invariably displays a VPA setting, or combination of settings, which is not present in 494 
West Yorkshire (WY) and vice versa. Having said this, a couple of observations, one from the 495 
laryngeal domain and one from the supra-laryngeal domain, warrant further discussion in this 496 
respect.  497 

Firstly, WY speakers, as a whole, display a tendency for retracted tongue body. We 498 
would like to stress again that not every speaker out of the total of 60 WY speakers showed 499 
non-neutrality in respect of tongue body position; however, if a speaker does display deviation 500 
from neutral then the tendency is for retraction rather than fronting. This is not the case for the 501 
SSBE speakers; indeed, if the tongue body was non-neutral for this accent group then the 502 
deviation generally results in fronting. This difference between WY and SSBE in tongue body 503 
setting tendencies links to the differences in segmental phonology between the two varieties. 504 
Although the WY and SSBE phonologies are very similar, they are not entirely uniform. For 505 
example, whereas WY speakers typically produce (very) dark /l/ tokens in syllable onset 506 
position (with dark /l/ involving tongue body retraction), SSBE speakers typically show a clear 507 
/l/ in that position (Wells, 1982: 370; see also Kirkham et al. 2020). Voice quality has had 508 
relatively little attention in the development of phonological theories; however, the 2019 work 509 
of Moisik et al. (also discussed in Esling et al. 2019) is ground-breaking insofar as it 510 
reconceptualises our understanding in this area. In particular, the work highlights the potential 511 
direct link between voice quality and vowel quality. Moisik et al. (2019) explore their VQ 512 
model in relation to phonologies of different languages. Although outside the scope of the 513 
current paper, it would be interesting to consider their model in relation to phonologies of 514 
different varieties of English in the UK and world-wide. 515 

Secondly, harsh voice is a type of phonation which occurs in some of the WY speakers; 516 
none of the SSBE speakers feature harsh voice in comparison. The second author has extensive 517 
experience in analysing Yorkshire and South-East varieties of British English as part of 518 
forensic speaker comparison casework and the findings in relation to tongue body position 519 
corroborate those gained from her casework experience. In contrast, the finding that harsh 520 
voice is more prevalent in WY as opposed to South-East English is not something which has 521 
transpired in casework.  522 

Whilst there may be slight regional tendencies in voice quality (VQ) on a macro-level, 523 
i.e. when comparing WY with SSBE, the data presented here does not suggest that there are 524 
micro-regional VQ differences, i.e. when comparing Bradford, Kirklees, and Wakefield. Given 525 
that the macro-regional comparisons only uncovered slight tendencies, this is entirely expected. 526 
The absence of consistent and reliable VQ differences between Bradford, Kirklees, and 527 
Wakefield is further supported by the fact that the authors would not be confident to assign a 528 
speaker to either of these localities purely taking into account VQ assessments.  529 

The data revealed a difference between SSBE and each of Bradford, Kirklees, and 530 
Wakefield with respect to homogeneity of VQ. As indicated in section 3.1, care was taken that 531 
the speakers within each of the four groups were matched as far as possible with respect to age 532 
and language background. Furthermore, the speaking style elicited was comparable between 533 
the WY and SSBE speakers. Given the high level of comparability, it is surprising that the 20 534 
SSBE speakers were a lot more similar to one another with respect to VQ compared to the 20 535 
speakers of each of the three WY localities. A possible explanation for this may be the fact that 536 
SSBE is not merely a regional variety of English but also reflects a social dimension. Although 537 
all SSBE speakers were students at the University of Cambridge, it is unlikely that they all 538 
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originated from Cambridge. It is fair to say that in terms of regional spread, the SSBE sample 539 
is probably more diverse compared to the WY group. However, unlike the WY group, the 540 
SSBE sample has a specific social profile, i.e. educated middle-class. The difference then in 541 
homogeneity in VQ between WY and SSBE may be an indication that social cohesion 542 
outweighs regional cohesion.  543 

Although we only briefly touch on the concept of identity in relation to VQ, our data 544 
reveals that this too may be relevant. However, above and beyond geography, social class and 545 
self-evaluated identity, our data is persuasive in establishing the speaker-specific nature of VQ. 546 
Evidence for this can be seen in the fact that there is a large amount of variability within each 547 
of the accent groups. The variation is more striking in the WY sample as compared to the SSBE 548 
sample, but it is nevertheless present in the latter. Some VQ settings are more speaker-specific 549 
than others. Non-neutral tongue body and tip settings are more frequent than non-neutral labial 550 
or mandibular settings in all 80 speakers examined. Both creaky and breathy voice, in turn, are 551 
far more common than tongue body and tip settings. To exemplify, while it is rare for a WY or 552 
SSBE speaker to have ‘lip rounding’, it is common for a speaker of either accent to have a 553 
‘creaky voice’. Speaker-specificity, of course, does not just relate to single VQ settings but 554 
also to the combination of VQ settings characteristic for a particular speaker, i.e. the speaker’s 555 
VQ profile. A VQ profile may include ‘creaky voice’ which is a frequent VQ setting; however, 556 
the VQ profile may also show deviations in other VQ settings resulting in a voice which is 557 
characterised by ‘creaky voice in combination with tense larynx, and retracted tip’. Arguably, 558 
this VQ combination is far less common than either of the VQ settings in isolation. Indeed, this 559 
is how VPA findings are interpreted in forensic speaker comparison casework. It is not a case 560 
of how frequent is creaky voice, how frequent is tense larynx, etc. The question that the 561 
practitioner asks themselves is ‘how common is this particular combination of VPA features?’. 562 

The majority of the 80 speakers in our data have ‘creaky voice’ and a large proportion 563 
have ‘breathy voice’. It is apparent from listening to the speakers that there are different types 564 
of ‘creaky’ and ‘breathy’ voice. Keating et al. (2015) have demonstrated how different types 565 
of creaky voice can be differentiated acoustically. We are not aware of a study that has 566 
thoroughly explored whether phoneticians are able to differentiate between different types of 567 
creaky voice, and if they could, how many types can be differentiated acoustically. Speaking 568 
purely from experience in analysing speech, the present authors can differentiate between a lax 569 
type of creaky voice and a tense type of creaky voice. The VPA currently does not allow for a 570 
distinction between these two types collapsing them into a single category of creaky voice. 571 
These types of perceptual nuances are not just the case for creaky voice but also for breathiness 572 
and the velo-pharyngeal domain. As with creaky voice, perceptually, there are different types 573 
of breathy voice and Ladefoged and Maddieson (1996), for example, distinguish between 574 
‘breathy voice’ and ‘slack voice’. Similarly, the interaction between the oral and nasal tract 575 
and the perceptual result of this is more complex than the three-way distinction offered by the 576 
VPA, i.e. nasality, denasality, and nasality without full release. Currently, the VPA does not 577 
have a way of capturing these nuances and therefore does not fully capture speaker-specificity 578 
in VQ. As a result, VPA analysis is generally used in conjunction with holistic analysis when 579 
assessing VQ in speaker comparison casework. 580 

Difficulty in analysing VQ auditorily is often cited as the biggest obstacle in 581 
considering it in sociolinguistic and dialectology research (Thomas, 2011). In part, the 582 
difficulties stem from a lack of training and exposure to VQ analysis. Unlike auditory analysis 583 
of vowels and consonants, which is part of every undergraduate course in linguistics and which 584 
forms part of university assessments and competency tests (e.g., IPA Examination for the 585 
Certificate of Proficiency in the Phonetics of English), training in VQ analysis is confined to 586 
more specialist areas such as speech and language therapy and forensic speech science. It is 587 
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not surprising that early studies showed low inter-rater agreement when analysing VQ (e.g. 588 
just above chance in Kreiman and Gerratt (1998). 589 

The training given as part of the present work, undoubtedly, improved the authors’ 590 
abilities, consistencies, and confidence in the auditory assessment of VQ; however, challenges 591 
in analysing VQ via the VPA protocol nevertheless remain. The challenges can be attributed 592 
to the complex and intricate settings that interact (or are inter-dependent) in order to give the 593 
overall VQ. They can also be attributed to the VPA protocol itself. Previous research has 594 
already discussed many of the challenges encountered with the VPA. For example, both 595 
Mackenzie Beck (2007) and San Segundo et al. (2019) highlight the presence of correlations 596 
between VPA settings, e.g. tense larynx correlating with raised larynx.  San Segundo et al. 597 
(2019) also raise the point that some of the VPA settings are perceptually more salient than 598 
others and we agree with this observation. 599 

Although we did not set out to test the reliability of VPA analyses, incidentally, our 600 
findings highlight that it is possible to achieve inter-rater agreement using VPA analysis. The 601 
20 SSBE speakers that we analysed in this study were part of the 100 speakers previously 602 
analysed by Stevens and French (2012) and San Segundo et al (2019. Our findings are 603 
consistent with their results that many SSBE speakers demonstrate advanced tongue tip/blade, 604 
breathy voice, and creaky voice. We agree with the conclusion drawn in San Segundo et al. 605 
(2019), that high rates of inter-rater agreement can be achieved when using a clear 606 
methodological approach involving the VPA protocol.  607 

Despite promising results on inter-rater agreements, we encourage further research that 608 
develops the VPA protocol. In order to do so, we should not shy away from exploring 609 
fundamental changes to our conceptualisation of VQ. The work of Esling et al. (2019) proposes 610 
such a fundamental change by the introduction of the Laryngeal Articulator Model (LAM). In 611 
this model the larynx is not just seen as a sound source but as a complex articulator similar to 612 
the tongue. We encourage research incorporating the ideas of the LAM model into the VPA 613 
protocol. Another avenue that could be explored in order to develop aspects of the VPA 614 
protocol is to introduce perceptual VQ categories, instead of mapping perception onto 615 
articulatory settings, as is currently the case. This would involve a change of terminology, e.g. 616 
rather than scoring a voice as demonstrating ‘minimised range of lingual body movement’ one 617 
would describe the voice as exhibiting ‘articulatory imprecision’. As a result, analysis would 618 
focus more on the auditory perception of VQ rather than on the perceptual production of VQ. 619 
This may help alleviate certain limitations related to potential vocal profile setting inter-620 
dependencies, further improve inter-rater agreement, and also allow variationist VQ research 621 
to focus on salient perceptual similarities and differences rather than estimating the mechanics 622 
of the voice quality we perceive. 623 
 624 
6. Conclusion     625 
 626 
Overall, our findings showed that almost all speakers in our sample have some degree of creaky 627 
voice, and a large proportion of speakers also have breathy voice. In comparison to phonation, 628 
fewer speakers demonstrate non-neutrality with respect to supra-laryngeal features in both WY 629 
and SSBE. Specifically, for phonation, harsh voice occurs amongst WY speakers, while our 630 
SSBE sample did not include any speakers with harsh voice. We also found that our data may 631 
support the notion that harsh voice in WY may carry some type of social identity marker insofar 632 
as those identifying with more regional affiliations (aside from those identifying as Wakefield) 633 
were more likely to produce harsh voice compared to their nationally identifying counterparts. 634 
And finally, in general, it was found that SSBE speakers appear much more homogenous in 635 
their overall VPA profiles compared with the WY speakers, which is especially true of the 636 
supra-laryngeal settings.  637 
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Our findings do not contradict the observations that can be drawn from the small set of 638 
previous research which dealt with regional and/or social variation in VQ in British English. 639 
Whilst ‘regionality’ may play a small role in a speaker’s VQ profile, factors such as social 640 
standing and identity could perhaps be even more relevant. However, even when considering 641 
homogeneous groups of speakers, it is not the case that there is a cohesive VQ profile that can 642 
be attached to every speaker within the group. The reason for this, we argue, is the speaker-643 
specificity inherent in VQ. For the forensic practitioner – even though the data presented here 644 
covers very specific ‘populations’ of speakers, we believe it goes some way in filling a gap. 645 
We hope this paper provides a useful resource for casework, training, and future research. 646 

For the sociolinguist/phonetician – we appreciate that the paper does not include the 647 
analytical and theoretical depth of current variationist studies. However, we hope that this 648 
paper has sparked interest to pursue variationist VQ research in the future. For example, we 649 
suspect that there may be differences between male and female voices with respect to the 650 
perceptual salience of certain VQ settings. Research into male and female differences would 651 
be of theoretical and practical value. Our findings, in relation to male voices, suggest that 652 
phonation settings appear to be much more consistent across speakers of British English 653 
varieties compared to supra-laryngeal VQ phenomena. It would be of interest to explore 654 
whether this disparity in consistency between phonation and supra-laryngeal tract features also 655 
holds true for varieties of English world-wide. This type of research would contribute to our 656 
understanding of the perceptual salience of different aspects of voice quality  657 
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